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 Computed reflection and transmission waves are combined with the displacement field of the surface normal vector. The
reflection waves are computed in the entire volume. For each light source in the scene, the rays are rendered in a volume slice,

and rendered individually. This leads to a significant increase in rendering performance.The solution is based on the Ray
Differentiation and Integration (RDI) method. The volumes, which need to be rendered in order to calculate a depth map, are

calculated in a hierarchical volume tree. This volume tree is built in two steps. The volumes are computed in a hierarchical BSP
tree (binary space partitioning) and further volume decomposition is performed in a hierarchical tree. The decomposition of the
tree is described by random volume decomposition (RVD). The approximation can be used when the distance between the light

source and the model is big, and the volume rendering time is not important. The maximum volume rendering time is still
significantly smaller than the real-time rendering time of the entire model. In addition to performing ray tracing in the entire
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volume, V-Ray also includes global illumination models, reflection mapping, Fresnel shading, and other features. Ray tracing is
based on the fast path. When only a single light source is visible, a volume rendering is not required. Features The range of ray-
tracing features has been extended in this version of V-Ray, which includes: Ray-tracing support for interactive rendering. To

do so, a new rendering mode was added (see above), and a new camera model was added to the scene. Determining the required
memory footprint for the rendering process. Determining whether the rendering process requires a volume rendering (or not).

Interactive camera movement (pan, zoom, and tilt). Animated camera movements. Initial rendering in the main canvas. Building
render pipelines. Integrated material and light systems. Rendering supports embedded materials. Splitting rendering data in the
scene into a hierarchical volume tree and rendering individual volumes. Basic ray tracing (casting a ray). Animated materials.

Recursive ray tracing. Interpolation between volume slices. Nested rendering. Building of rendering pipelines. Interaction with
the NURBS solver. Integrating engines and hardware devices. Dynamic shadow casting. Graphics acceleration. Support for

GPUs. Support for gamma correction. Support for "composite" volume rendering. Support for volume rendering in t
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